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Please see our monthly newsletter below, but first we are absolutely delighted to announce:
AF ADVISORY LTD – SHORTLISTED FOR BEST FINANCE ADVISOR OF THE YEAR AND PROPERTY
FINANCE STRUCTURING OF THE YEAR AT PIE AWARDS 2016
Alexander Fischbaum Managing Director of AF Advisory commented: “We are absolutely delighted to be nominated
for not only one but two such prestigious awards. It is a testament to how hard and successfully our entire team
has worked for our and with our clients and the strong results we have achieved together.”

AF ADVISORY - THE HOLISTIC VIEW
Having focussed exclusively on the UK in the last two newsletters, we focus this time on Germany and our
impressions from EXPO Real 2016, held in Munich 04-06/10/2016.
Expo 2016 / German retail
Expo 2016 closed its gates on 07/10/2016 with over 39,000 attendees and the usually frantic and efficient pace.
While the mood was generally positive, it was also nuanced. For example, retail investors and agents voiced that
investment in retail assets in Germany is down by 30%-40% compared to last year. This is the result of a lack of
investable product and the absence of large portfolio transactions during 2016.
But from our own advisory activities, it is also evident, that many retailers found trading much more difficult and
have adjusted their aspirations. Internet retail in Germany is less developed than in the UK, but catching up fast
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and despite a robust economy German consumer confidence remains below its 2010, 2014 and 2015 level. This
uncertainty about the future seems to have had a strong influence on the German consumer’s spending decisions.
(We use the OECD dataseries, as we feel it reflects the sentiment more closely than that of some other data
providers.)
All this has had a marked impact, especially on secondary assets and buyers are well advised to assess these
very carefully. The view was again more nuanced with prime retail assets. As one would expect these were not
suffering from widespread vacancies, but even the operators of many prime retail assets, including shopping
centres, had to shift their focus and work hard to keep them fully occupied. While in the past years operators
focussed on maximising the rental income, pushing through rent increases and if necessary replacing tenants, the
focus this year is firmly on keeping the asset fully let and working hard to maintain the same level of rental income
as in previous years. Standstill is already a success in this tough retail environment.
Will interest rates stay low “forever”
The overwhelming theme at EXPO 2016 was the weight of money and the lack of investable product. Many of our
clients are less than happy with price levels, as it makes acquisitions increasingly difficult, while on the other hand,
one German real estate agent told us that “investors have made their peace with the current prices as interest
rates will stay low forever…”.
Admittedly in the 4th year of Euro interest rates of 1% and below (the ECB set its marginal lending interest
rate to 1.0% on 08/05/2013) and the 7th year of ECB Quantitative Easing many market participants seem to get
comfortable with current price levels in part due to extremely low funding cost. And yes our clients have significantly
benefitted from the low funding cost, we achieved for them. Other investors draw great comfort from the negative
bond yields on higher rated sovereign debt and the understanding that many Central Banks, especially the ECB
and to a degree the Bank of England are now more political than economical in their decision making, which may
prolong the period of near-zero interest rates. But as the old adage goes “nothing lasts forever”.
Base rates 10 years ago were above all-in-rates today
While we do not project an imminent return to the interest rate levels of ten years ago when the central banks were
in the middle of increasing their base rates / marginal lending rates (ECB ~ 3.50%-4.50%, BoE ~ 4.50%-5.00%),
we find it remarkable that base rates then were far in excess of almost all the financings we closed for our clients in
the last years. In other words: The base rate/marginal lending rate on its own then was higher than today’s 5-year
swap PLUS the current margin. This is an important fact to keep in mind when thinking about the current interest
rate level.
Paradigm shift
In other words: If there ever was a paradigm shift this is it. Unfortunately, the author of this newsletter is too old (he
prefers “too experienced”) to get positively excited by paradigm shifts. Yes, inflation has been absent from the major
economies and therefore there was no need for central banks to increase interest rates. This however is a very
different and temporary argument, than to expect the current interest rate level to remain permanently.
To illustrate the scale of the problem, globally over $11tn debt have negative yields, roughly half of this debt comes
from Western Europe (Bloomberg 03/10/2016 – see charts below). The ultra-low interest rate policy of the ECB is
slowly destroying the pension- and banking systems in Northern Europe and leading to misallocations of capital/
investments for the benefit of keeping the Euro and the most highly indebted borrower nations in Europe alive.
We question, whether this is sustainable in the long term; surely the balance sheet of even a highly political ECB
as well as the political patience in the disadvantaged countries must have some limits? Therefore, we try to keep
in mind what the eventual phasing out of QE and imported inflation caused by e.g. currency movements, oil price
increases and increased labour costs in China etc. can do to interest rates, accepting that this may not happen
immediately.
Our view is neatly summed up by slightly amending the great English economist John Maynard Keynes’ famous
quote to: “The ECB can cause the market to stay irrational for longer than you can stay solvent.” and our addendum
“Longer yes, forever no!”
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At AF Advisory we cherish different opinions. They make us think harder, understand more deeply and ultimately
serve our clients better. Therefore, if you disagree and feel positively excited by paradigm shifts or believe in
permanently low interest rates, then please let us know why and mail us at newsletter@afadvisory.com. As a
little thank you for your efforts, we have two copies of Kenneth Rogoff’s highly entertaining and insightful book
“This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial Folly” to give away to the readers of this newsletter. Yes it is
admittedly a bit tongue in cheek, but we really liked the book and know from previous feedback that our readers
have a great sense of humour.
Relative Investing
As a result of low interest rates investors have/were forced to move to riskier/different asset classes than they felt
comfortable with in the past. The hunt for yield has reallocated large amounts of money from government bonds
etc. to other asset classes, transferring the former’s artificially low yield levels into these other asset classes, as
investors argued, that “compared to government bonds the yield looks good.” This is especially true for real estate.
On a purely relative basis, this is correct, but bonds of solvent governments guarantee timely and full income- and
principal payments, irrespective of the bondholder’s skills, management efforts and ongoing investment. None of
this is true for real estate.
To illustrate this, let’s assume bond yields rise from their currently extremely low level (UK Government 5-year
Bond 0.49% / German Government 5-year Bund -0.48% (Bloomberg 25/10/16) by 1% or 2% to marginally positive
levels, which is where any bond should be priced in a normal economic environment.
The result would be that bonds will fall in value, but if held to maturity the investor will receive 100% back, provided
he bought at par. There is a very limited and clearly capped downside, as the bond will be redeemed on its due
date at face value and no less. Not so in real estate, if the increased bond yields lead to an increase in net initial
yields, again via benchmarking. At today’s City of London yields for example, the losses amount to 17% of the
initial value for 1% increase in yields and 30% for a 2 % increase in yields (excluding transaction cost, taxes, etc.).
With real estate, there is no guarantee regarding the precise repayment amount and date. We use London, as it is
a highly transparent market, but our analysis applies to all other cities in any market economy and those with even
lower starting yields will be affected more strongly.
How about income making up for the loss in value?
At AF Advisory we like to look at the years of income required to recover the loss in value. (We call it AF Advisory
yield shift recovery comparison). In the above cases it takes between 3.66 and 6.24 years just to recover the
reduction in value. So all is good? No! First of all up to 6.24 years of income have to be used to compensate for
the fall in value. This retroactively reduces income and distributions to zero for that period. Secondly, by then, the
weighted average lease length has fallen significantly requiring asset management activities (effort, skill and quite
likely money) to get the asset value back to where it was with the original, longer leases.
Many of our clients would do a fantastic job at repositioning such an asset, getting it back to its previous value and
above. But unlike the government who redeems bonds at par, these investors can not do so, because their skills,
risk-taking and investment need to be compensated by profits deriving from a reduced acquisition price.
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Example calculation:

Therefore, we believe, that the comparison of day one yields is not necessarily a good starting point. The market
price only reflects the (im)balance of demand and supply, but if demand is based on the investment being
benchmarked against artificially depressed bond yields then the price can deviate significantly from the value of
the asset.
We believe pricing has moved more strongly than values
We believe that relative investing by benchmarking real estate assets against artificially depressed bond yields
can significantly distort investment decisions.
Put simply; the price is a function of the limited supply of assets against a demand level artificially increased by the
Central Banks’ interventions, whereas the value remains the result of risk and reward and we believe that pricing
has moved more strongly than values!
Our favoured approach remains unchanged: Risk-Appropriate Absolute Returns are a more appropriate tool for
investment and financing decisions, than relative returns. And therefore we continue to carefully analyse risks and
rewards together with our clients to find the most appropriate financing solution and risk management strategy.
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This approach is how we create additional value for our clients in every transaction in addition to our financing
advice; we “Think and act as if we were the principals”.

MANDATES WE ARE CURRENTLY WORKING ON
We currently are working on the financing mandates below:
• two residential portfolios in Germany
• two investments in Spain
• several development project in the UK
• several income producing investments in the UK
• the disposal of a German retail portfolio together with our German JV Partner

WE ARE CURRENTLY SEARCHING ON BEHALF OF CLIENTS
•

 e currently have a search mandate for food anchored retail in Germany. Our investor is ideally looking for
W
portfolios of €100m+ but is willing to consider individual acquisitions with a minimum size of €5m/asset. Our
investor is a highly capable, well capitalised and experienced investor with previous experience in Germany.
Please contact us if you have any relevant assets. We will treat every introduction strictly confidential.

As always we would be delighted to hear from you at af@afadvisory.com if we can be of any assistance or if you
have any comments regarding this newsletter.
AF Advisory retains the copyright to our newsletters, reprint in its entirety is expressly permitted, as long
as reference is made to AF Advisory Ltd. and www.afadvisory.com.
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MARKET DATA
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For inquiries please contact us on newsletter@afadvisory.com.
Our mailing address is:
AF ADVISORY LTD
1 Fore Street
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5EJ
United Kingdom
Add us to your address book
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